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Introduction
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Many traditional planning and development efforts have fallen short of delivering equitable,
healthy, sustainable outcomes in communities. In response, artists and arts organizations
across the United States are developing the kinds of human-centered, contextual, adaptive
solutions that can strengthen their communities from within.
This exhibition highlights 10 creative placemaking projects from across the country, each
supported by ArtPlace America, each addressing a community need, and each working
within a traditional community planning and development sector:

Agriculture & Food
Economic Development
Education & Youth
Environment & Energy
Health

Housing
Immigration
Public Safety
Transportation
Workforce Development

Creative placemaking happens when artists and arts organizations join their neighbors
in shaping their community’s future — working together to produce beneficial, placebased outcomes. Inspire your community to join the national conversation about
creative local solutions.

What’s Included In This Exhibition?
Two versions of the exhibition are available to your institution— Flagship and Pop-up.
The Flagship version is the full exhibition featuring 10 large banners, which can be hung from
the ceiling. The Pop-up version is a flexible format exhibition featuring 12 posters that can
be printed and installed on walls in smaller galleries and non-traditional spaces.
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About the Organizers
This exhibition is organized by ArtPlace America and was first presented at the
Kibel Gallery at the University of Maryland.
Curator: Adam Erickson, ArtPlace America
Exhibition Design: Manuel Miranda Practice

ArtPlace America (ArtPlace)
is a 10-year collaboration among a number of foundations, federal agencies, and financial
institutions. Beginning work as an organization in 2011, and finishing in 2020, its mission is
to position arts and culture as a core sector of community planning and development.

Manuel Miranda Practice (MMP)
uses graphic design to make places and content visible, legible, and navigable to people.
MMP is based in the Lower East Side of New York City.
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Flagship Exhibition
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Flagship Exhibition Summary
Estimated cost: $3,800–$10,300, plus labor

Includes:
• 10 Project banners, available for download
• Print-ready digital files for local production for:
Exhibition titling and introduction, Sectors matrix, Graphic quotes, Programs titling, and various
captions
• Guidelines for installation

What You’ll Need to Provide:
• Minimum exhibition space of 900 square feet
• In-house exhibition management and installation team, or budget to hire an outside installation team with
basic experience in and tools for A/V and object installation and mounting
• Budget to hire local printers for diecut and printed vinyl production and installation (estimated cost:
$3,500)
• Basic cubes or stools for seating
• Monitors for video
• Wall paint (estimated cost: $150)
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Flagship Exhibition Contents Overview

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
WEBSITE

OAKLANDURBANFARM.ORG

Oakland Avenue Urban Farm
in Detroit’s North End was
founded by wife-and-husband
team Jerry and Billy Hebron.
Though the North End was once
a middle-class neighborhood
known for producing Motown
luminaries like Aretha Franklin,
the neighborhood has in
recent years struggled with
the fallout from Detroit’s
broader economic depression:
unemployment, crime, and
civic disinvestment. For the
past decade, the Farm has
served as both a physical and
social anchor for its community.
Now, in partnership with
local design studio Akoaki,
cultural programmer ONE Mile
Project, the City of Detroit City
Planning Commission, and the
Center for Community Based
Enterprise, the Farm is doubling
its footprint and growing its
offerings with an arts-centered
redevelopment strategy.

The planning team is integrating
the existing garden sites into an
expanded landscape that will
feature an art venue, off-grid
energy systems, retail markets,
and housing for visiting artists.
According to Anya Sirota of
Akoaki, “We’re not making
things valuable simply by
attracting developers. We’re
finding ways to leverage existing
structures, to use design to
broadcast existing frequencies.
… Detroit Cultivator is a plan in
which food production, cultural
activity, and civic assets
work together to reactivate
a locally rooted economy.”

LOCATION

UTICA, MS
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

FILM & MEDIA, OTHER
WEBSITE

SIPPCULTURE.COM

For the past 20-plus years,
multidisciplinary artist Carlton
Turner has spearheaded localand national-level projects that
center ideas of manhood, race,
art, culture, and social justice.
One of his current endeavors
is leading an “economic
revolution” in his home
community of rural Utica,
Mississippi: population 840.
With the Mississippi Center
for Cultural Production, Turner
is empowering local young
people to become creative
content producers (filmmakers,
photographers, musicians)
and take ownership of their
own narratives and their
community’s. As they learn to
use the technological tools
of the storytelling trades, they
also learn about Utica’s history
and their connections to it.

Sipp Culture also involves
young participants in local
agricultural production,
showing them the art of
nurturing community
relationships through food,
and demonstrating the
present-day viability of ageold economic strategies
rooted in land cultivation.
Turner says, “We have been
told for so long that our
communities are poor and
have little or nothing of value
to offer, so our children
grow up looking forward to
the day when they get the
opportunity to leave. ...
[Our work] is to recalibrate
the measurements by
which economic prosperity
is calculated, and in the
process, redefine wealth
for our rural community.”

ORGANIZER NAME

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE
LOCATION

NOGALES, AZ
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

CRAFT & CULINARY ARTS, FILM & MEDIA,
LITERATURE
WEBSITE

SOUTHWESTFOLKLIFE.ORG

The border community of
Nogales funnels an estimated
$30 billion worth of produce
and manufactured goods from
Mexico into Arizona and the
greater US annually. While this
trade has historically supported
thousands of jobs in both
countries, the advent of NAFTA
and the 9/11 attacks dealt
blows to cross-border retail
and local entrepreneurship that
continue to linger. Many young
people now leave Nogales after
high school; if they return, they
face limited opportunities.
The Southwest Folklife Alliance
(SFA) conducted a needs
assessment in Nogales using
“the tools of the folklorist:
observing, listening, and
interviewing” and found a
number of existing business
incubation programs, art
curricula in schools, successful
efforts to bring activity back
downtown, and more.

As executive director of SFA,
the folklorist, curator, and
anthropologist Dr. Maribel
Alvarez is leading the charge
to build on these initiativesin-progress by transforming
the former residence of Raul
Castro, Arizona’s only MexicanAmerican governor to date,
into VozFrontera: a center for
youth engagement, leadership,
and local arts incubation.
Kimi Eisele of SFA says,
“VozFrontera will celebrate
the energy in Nogales and
bring additional activities
specifically for young people
to create both workforce
and economic development
opportunities for youth in
and around our community.”

PROJECT NAME

THE FARGO PROJECT: WORLD GARDEN COMMONS

HEALTH

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE

PROJECT NAME

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.

ORGANIZER NAME

ORGANIZER NAME

CITY OF FARGO

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.

LOCATION

LOCATION

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

FARGO, ND

HINDMAN, KY

URBAN

WEBSITE

ARTISANCENTER.NET

THEFARGOPROJECT.COM

To handle the seasonal
overflow of the Red River, the
city of Fargo, North Dakota
constructed a series of large
stormwater retention
basins. While the basins do
prevent flooding during
heavy rains, they are most
often fallow: dry, empty lots
the size of a dozen football
fields, occupying public space
and separating neighborhoods.

Eastern Kentucky suffers
from some of the highest
opioid-related hospitalization
rates in the country. Opioid
users in the region face
not only risks to their health
and relationships: if convicted
of drug-related crimes,
they can also find gainful
employment almost impossible
to secure—especially in
the economic void being left by
the retreating coal industry.

The team used storytelling,
food sharing, and dance
to engage residents in a multiyear process of reimagining
the space. West Acres’ largely
Native American and new
American cultures are reflected
in the plan, which includes
a natural amphitheater and
a “listening garden.”

City of Fargo planning director
Nicole Crutchfield says,
“By working with artists and
Hoping to make better use of
the basins and improve the lives using creative problem
solving, we found solutions
of nearby residents, the city
that functioned on
partnered with environmental
multiple levels—ecological,
artist Jackie Brookner and
local artists to create a plan for spiritual, infrastructural,
aesthetic. We picked up on
World Gardens Commons,
nuances about what the
a project that transformed
community needed that we
an 18-acre basin in the
would have missed if we
neighborhood of West Acres
into a vibrant public space that had approached it
connected, rather than divided, using our conventional
planning methods.”
adjacent communities.

In response to this complex
problem, the Culture of
Recovery project at the
Appalachian Artisan Center
(AAC) is pairing aspiring
craftsmen who are in
recovery with mentors from
AAC’s network of over 300
artists. The artists lead their
apprentices in skill-building
and entrepreneurial workshops
in blacksmithing, ceramics,
printmaking, luthiery (stringed
instrument building), and more.

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE, VISUAL ARTS, OTHER
WEBSITE

SUGARHILLMUSEUM.ORG

“Those of us that do creative
work already know how
engaging and therapeutic art
can be,” says Jessica Evans,
AAC’s executive director.
“More than that, the way that
we learn a craft—through
master/apprenticeship
relationships, for example—
builds human connection.”
Culture of Recovery also opens
new employment possibilities
to participants, particularly as
demand for handmade musical
instruments and other crafts
from the region increases.
“When you’re an artist … you
think outside the box,” says
AAC’s Chris Boyd. “I think
that’s what’s needed in finding
solutions to this epidemic.”

Wall Graphics
Exhibition Titling

BROADWAY HOUSING COMMUNITIES
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, MUSIC, VISUAL ARTS

WEBSITE

ORGANIZER NAME

NEW YORK, NY

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE, VISUAL ARTS,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, OTHER

SUGAR HILL CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
OF ART & STORYTELLING
LOCATION

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

PROJECT NAME

The Sugar Hill Children’s
Museum of Art & Storytelling
(SHCMAS) occupies two
floors of Broadway Housing
Communities’ (BHC)
Sugar Hill Project: a nearly
200,000-square-foot
building in Harlem designed
by renowned architect
David Adjaye. In addition to
SHCMAS, the site provides
124 units of permanently
affordable housing for very low
income and formerly homeless
individuals and families, and
hosts the Sugar Hill Museum
Preschool, a community
art gallery, and a garden.
Too often, housing for lowincome people is isolated,
stigmatized, and marginalized.
The Sugar Hill Project breaks
this cycle by providing
opportunities for education,
socialization, and creative
development all under
the same roof as a stable,
affordable home.

The Project further expands
the definition of “mixed-use
building” by purposefully
incorporating the arts and
artists into the daily lives
of its residents and community
members. SHCMAS in
particular focuses on the
cognitive and creative
development of children ages
3-8, especially those living in
Upper Manhattan communities
beset by deep poverty.
BHC’s founder and executive
director Ellen Baxter says:
“Arts and culture bring needed
relief and inspiration to
struggling communities. To
create a museum of art and
storytelling was an aspirational
vision informed by the rich
cultural heritage of Sugar Hill.”

Publication and
Video Captions

Exhibition Intro and Overview Map and Matrix

PROJECT NAME

CHIYO’S GARDEN
ORGANIZER NAME

WING LUKE MUSEUM OF THE ASIAN
PACIFIC AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
LOCATION

SEATTLE, WA
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, VISUAL ARTS
WEBSITE

WINGLUKE.ORG

In 1932, Japanese immigrant
Sanzo Murakami built a
two-story building on South
Jackson Street in Seattle’s
Nihonmachi (Japantown). His
Higo 10 Cents Store occupied
the first floor, while he resided
upstairs with his wife Matsuyo
and their four children.
During World War II, the
Murakamis were forcibly
removed from their home
and incarcerated in Idaho’s
Minidoka concentration
camp. A few years before they
were imprisoned, Matsuyo
and Sanzo’s 22-year-old
daughter Chiyo lost her life
to tuberculosis in the upper
floor of the Jackson building.
Over 70 years later, Seattle’s
Wing Luke Museum of the
Asian Pacific American
Experience partnered with the

Murakami family, Japantown
businesses, and local artists
to turn a plot of land behind
the building into Chiyo’s
Garden: a welcoming public
space that commemorates
her and all children who grow
up in the neighborhood. The
garden’s Nihonmachi Fence
shows the growth, decline, and
rebirth of Seattle’s Japanese
American population, its
slats representing years in
the life of the community.
Chiyo’s Garden has become
a social hub for the area,
and a destination on The
Wing’s walking tours. Visitors
are invited to reflect on both
historic Nihonmachi as a
whole and on the personal
stories—like Chiyo’s—behind it.

Quotes

PROJECT NAME

EDEN LIVES!
ORGANIZER NAME

ALAMEDA COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFFS’
ACTIVITIES LEAGUE
LOCATION

HAYWARD, CA
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
WEBSITE

EDENNIGHTLIVE.COM

The Alameda County Sheriff’s
Office (ACSO) in California
is a state and national leader
in progressive public safety.
Using sports, arts, economic
development, and recreation
to build relationships between
deputies and residents, the
ACSO is helping to transform
disinvested and disenfranchised
neighborhoods in its
jurisdiction into vibrant and
safe communities.
Alameda’s Deputy Sheriffs’
Activities League (DSAL) uses
its nonprofit status and
public programming skills to
complement the ACSO’s
community-oriented police
work. The two collaborated
with the local Chamber of
Commerce, community groups,
and local artists to present
Eden Night Live: a seasonal
pop-up festival that transforms

a vacant lot
on Mission Boulevard in
unincorporated Cherryland
into a safe place for creativity,
community, and joy.
In its first two years, Eden
Night Live drew over 20,000
visitors and attracted 27
local vendors. DSAL is now
implementing a communitydriven process that will
allow residents and the ACSO
to transform an additional
vacant lot along the East 14th
Street-Mission Boulevard
Corridor into another thriving
cultural space.
“I don’t know how many public
agencies understand how
much the arts can affect good
outcomes,” says Alameda
Deputy Charles Joe. “I haven’t
seen anything else that’s been
that connecting tissue.”

PROJECT NAME

NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE: THIS IS A PLACE TO...
ORGANIZER NAME

DANCE EXCHANGE
LOCATION

TAKOMA PARK, MD
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

SUBURBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DANCE, VISUAL ARTS
WEBSITE

DANCEEXCHANGE.ORG

The Washington, DC suburb of
Takoma Park is home to many
new residents from India, El
Salvador, China, Ethiopia, and
other countries, a number of
whom have opened businesses
along New Hampshire
Avenue, the six-lane highway
that forms the city’s eastern
boundary. While the highway is
an important artery, its
auto-centric design endangers
those who walk along it or
cross it (many of whom are new
Americans) and discourages
foot traffic to their businesses.
As part of its efforts to make
New Hampshire Avenue
more human-friendly, Takoma
Park’s Housing and Community
Development Department
invited local dance company
Dance Exchange to help
them better understand
users’ relationships to
the thoroughfare.

Employing dance, visual art,
sculpture, photography, and
storytelling in a suite of artistic
experiences, the company
posed six core questions to
residents, community leaders,
business owners, and city
staff, including: “What brings
us to this place?” “What
traditions do we carry here?”
“What do we hope for the
future of the Avenue?”
Over the course of more
than a year, a team of Dance
Exchange artists, under
the direction of the company’s
executive artistic director
Cassie Meador, worked with
Takoma Park residents to
gather and incorporate local
cultural feedback into its
municipal planning processes,
and to shift the narrative of
a place so often defined by its
transportation challenges.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR CULTURAL PRODUCTION

PROJECT NAME

TRANSPORTATION

DETROIT, MI

ORGANIZER NAME

PUBLIC SAFETY

LOCATION

SIPP CULTURE

IMMIGRATION

OAKLAND AVENUE URBAN FARM

PROJECT NAME

HOUSING

ORGANIZER NAME

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

DETROIT CULTIVATORS

EDUCATION & YOUTH

PROJECT NAME

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

AGRICULTURE & FOOD

Wall Banners (10)

PROJECT NAME

ROLLING REZ ARTS MOBILE UNIT
ORGANIZER NAME

FIRST PEOPLES FUND
LOCATION

KYLE, SD
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINE

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS
WEBSITE

FIRSTPEOPLESFUND.ORG/ROLLING-REZ-ARTS

About 30,000 Oglala Lakota
Sioux tribal members live
on the Pine Ridge Reservation
in South Dakota. Half are
under the age of 30, and 80
percent are unemployed.
Rolling Rez Arts (RRA) is
a state-of-the-art mobile unit
that traverses Pine Ridge
to bring an arts space, business
training center, and bank
to Native American artists who
need these services but
have limited access to them.

The study also found that 61
percent of the reservation’s
emerging artists have annual
incomes of less than $10,000,
but that when they receive
entrepreneurial training—of
the kind offered by RRA—that
number increases dramatically.

According to First Peoples
Fund, owner and operator
of RRA, “The Rolling Rez
embodies what it takes to
build a creative economy in
an expansive space. There’s
not enough critical mass
The concept of the colorful
in any one location to make
roaming bus came in response it happen otherwise. The
to a local study that found
RRA is a pollinator in growing
more than half of households on this ecosystem, seeding
the reservation were operating the many partnerships
home-based businesses—
of organizations, artists, and
79 percent of which were based individuals [that form] a vibrant
in traditional arts.
Indigenous arts ecology.”
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SIPPCULTURE.COM

For the past 20-plus years,
multidisciplinary artist Carlton
Turner has spearheaded localand national-level projects that
center ideas of manhood, race,
art, culture, and social justice.
One of his current endeavors
is leading an “economic
revolution” in his home
community of rural Utica,
Mississippi: population 840.
With the Mississippi Center
for Cultural Production, Turner
is empowering local young
people to become creative
content producers (filmmakers,
photographers, musicians)
and take ownership of their
own narratives and their
community’s. As they learn to
use the technological tools
of the storytelling trades, they
also learn about Utica’s history
and their connections to it.

Sipp Culture also involves
young participants in local
agricultural production,
showing them the art of
nurturing community
relationships through food,
and demonstrating the
present-day viability of ageold economic strategies
rooted in land cultivation.
Turner says, “We have been
told for so long that our
communities are poor and
have little or nothing of value
to offer, so our children
grow up looking forward to
the day when they get the
opportunity to leave. ...
[Our work] is to recalibrate
the measurements by
which economic prosperity
is calculated, and in the
process, redefine wealth
for our rural community.”

TRANSPORTATION

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

WEBSITE

PUBLIC SAFETY

TRANSPORTATION

FILM & MEDIA, OTHER

IMMIGRATION

PUBLIC SAFETY

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

HOUSING

IMMIGRATION

RURAL

HEALTH

HOUSING

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ENVIRONMENT
& ENERGY

HEALTH

UTICA, MS

EDUCATION
& YOUTH

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

LOCATION

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION & YOUTH

MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR CULTURAL PRODUCTION

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZER NAME

•D
 ye Sublimated Heavy Knit Fabric
2 Prints each banner / Front & Back - Heavy Knit 4480
• Opaque Blocker
• 2” Pole pockets Top / Bottom
• ¾” Wood Dowels with Eye Hook Caps on top

AGRICULTURE & FOOD

SIPP CULTURE

Specs

Banners contain the main content of the show, the description
of the ten sectors and the ten featured projects for each sector.
These should hang from the ceiling, and create the centerpiece
of the exhibition, and attract people with its scale, materiality,
and color.

FRONT

PROJECT NAME

The ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to increase
economic opportunity, stability,
and financing availability for
low-income individuals, families,
and communities. Such economic
development endeavors seek to
equalize the inequitable economic
playing field through community
control of labor (e.g., worker
cooperatives), fair labor policies
(e.g., community benefit
agreements), and small business
development (e.g., low-interest
bank or municipal loan programs),
among other methods. Increasingly,
this sector is taking a “triple
bottom line” approach: one that
follows community-driven
practices that prioritize long-term
positive outcomes for “people,
planet, and profit.”

Description

PROJECT NAME

DETROIT CULTIVATORS
ORGANIZER NAME

OAKLAND AVENUE URBAN FARM
LOCATION

DETROIT, MI
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
WEBSITE

OAKLANDURBANFARM.ORG

Oakland Avenue Urban Farm
in Detroit’s North End was
founded by wife-and-husband
team Jerry and Billy Hebron.
Though the North End was once
a middle-class neighborhood
known for producing Motown
luminaries like Aretha Franklin,
the neighborhood has in
recent years struggled with
the fallout from Detroit’s
broader economic depression:
unemployment, crime, and
civic disinvestment. For the
past decade, the Farm has
served as both a physical and
social anchor for its community.
Now, in partnership with
local design studio Akoaki,
cultural programmer ONE Mile
Project, the City of Detroit City
Planning Commission, and the
Center for Community Based
Enterprise, the Farm is doubling
its footprint and growing its
offerings with an arts-centered
redevelopment strategy.

BACK

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Double-Sided Banners

The planning team is integrating
the existing garden sites into an
expanded landscape that will
feature an art venue, off-grid
energy systems, retail markets,
and housing for visiting artists.
According to Anya Sirota of
Akoaki, “We’re not making
things valuable simply by
attracting developers. We’re
finding ways to leverage existing
structures, to use design to
broadcast existing frequencies.
… Detroit Cultivator is a plan in
which food production, cultural
activity, and civic assets
work together to reactivate
a locally rooted economy.”

The AGRICULTURE & FOOD
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to ensure
a steady supply of and ready
access to fresh and healthy
food. Programs and practices
ranging from neighborhood-scale
community gardens, farmers
markets, and commercial
kitchens to regional-scale food
distribution systems and rural
farming economies all play
a role in helping communities
achieve food security:
the continuous availability of
adequate amounts of healthy,
affordable, culturally appropriate
foods that are produced using
safe, humane, and ecologically
sustainable methods.

PROJECT NAME

SIPP CULTURE
ORGANIZER NAME

MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR CULTURAL PRODUCTION
LOCATION

UTICA, MS
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

FILM & MEDIA, OTHER
WEBSITE

SIPPCULTURE.COM

For the past 20-plus years,
multidisciplinary artist Carlton
Turner has spearheaded localand national-level projects that
center ideas of manhood, race,
art, culture, and social justice.
One of his current endeavors
is leading an “economic
revolution” in his home
community of rural Utica,
Mississippi: population 840.
With the Mississippi Center
for Cultural Production, Turner
is empowering local young
people to become creative
content producers (filmmakers,
photographers, musicians)
and take ownership of their
own narratives and their
community’s. As they learn to
use the technological tools
of the storytelling trades, they
also learn about Utica’s history
and their connections to it.

Sipp Culture also involves
young participants in local
agricultural production,
showing them the art of
nurturing community
relationships through food,
and demonstrating the
present-day viability of ageold economic strategies
rooted in land cultivation.
Turner says, “We have been
told for so long that our
communities are poor and
have little or nothing of value
to offer, so our children
grow up looking forward to
the day when they get the
opportunity to leave. ...
[Our work] is to recalibrate
the measurements by
which economic prosperity
is calculated, and in the
process, redefine wealth
for our rural community.”

The ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to increase
economic opportunity, stability,
and financing availability for
low-income individuals, families,
and communities. Such economic
development endeavors seek to
equalize the inequitable economic
playing field through community
control of labor (e.g., worker
cooperatives), fair labor policies
(e.g., community benefit
agreements), and small business
development (e.g., low-interest
bank or municipal loan programs),
among other methods. Increasingly,
this sector is taking a “triple
bottom line” approach: one that
follows community-driven
practices that prioritize long-term
positive outcomes for “people,
planet, and profit.”

PROJECT NAME

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE
ORGANIZER NAME

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE
LOCATION

NOGALES, AZ
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

CRAFT & CULINARY ARTS, FILM & MEDIA,
LITERATURE
WEBSITE

SOUTHWESTFOLKLIFE.ORG

The border community of
Nogales funnels an estimated
$30 billion worth of produce
and manufactured goods from
Mexico into Arizona and the
greater US annually. While this
trade has historically supported
thousands of jobs in both
countries, the advent of NAFTA
and the 9/11 attacks dealt
blows to cross-border retail
and local entrepreneurship that
continue to linger. Many young
people now leave Nogales after
high school; if they return, they
face limited opportunities.
The Southwest Folklife Alliance
(SFA) conducted a needs
assessment in Nogales using
“the tools of the folklorist:
observing, listening, and
interviewing” and found a
number of existing business
incubation programs, art
curricula in schools, successful
efforts to bring activity back
downtown, and more.

As executive director of SFA,
the folklorist, curator, and
anthropologist Dr. Maribel
Alvarez is leading the charge
to build on these initiativesin-progress by transforming
the former residence of Raul
Castro, Arizona’s only MexicanAmerican governor to date,
into VozFrontera: a center for
youth engagement, leadership,
and local arts incubation.
Kimi Eisele of SFA says,
“VozFrontera will celebrate
the energy in Nogales and
bring additional activities
specifically for young people
to create both workforce
and economic development
opportunities for youth in
and around our community.”

The EDUCATION & YOUTH
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to strengthen a
community’s well-being through its
academic and youth development
initiatives, which may or may
not take place in traditional school
settings. Practitioners in this
sector may help to support the
relationship between schools
and the communities they serve;
assist in school reform; work to
improve student engagement;
empower youth to transform their
built environment; or help
students build a pipeline to gainful
employment. Every educational
model—from charter schools
to alternative community learning
centers—has the potential to
integrate whole-community health
goals into its programs,
communications, and outreach.

PROJECT NAME

THE FARGO PROJECT: WORLD GARDEN COMMONS

PROJECT NAME

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.

ORGANIZER NAME

ORGANIZER NAME

LOCATION

LOCATION

CITY OF FARGO

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.

FARGO, ND

HINDMAN, KY

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE, VISUAL ARTS,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, OTHER
WEBSITE

THEFARGOPROJECT.COM

To handle the seasonal
overflow of the Red River, the
city of Fargo, North Dakota
constructed a series of large
stormwater retention
basins. While the basins do
prevent flooding during
heavy rains, they are most
often fallow: dry, empty lots
the size of a dozen football
fields, occupying public space
and separating neighborhoods.
Hoping to make better use of
the basins and improve the lives
of nearby residents, the city
partnered with environmental
artist Jackie Brookner and
local artists to create a plan for
World Gardens Commons,
a project that transformed
an 18-acre basin in the
neighborhood of West Acres
into a vibrant public space that
connected, rather than divided,
adjacent communities.

The team used storytelling,
food sharing, and dance
to engage residents in a multiyear process of reimagining
the space. West Acres’ largely
Native American and new
American cultures are reflected
in the plan, which includes
a natural amphitheater and
a “listening garden.”
City of Fargo planning director
Nicole Crutchfield says,
“By working with artists and
using creative problem
solving, we found solutions
that functioned on
multiple levels—ecological,
spiritual, infrastructural,
aesthetic. We picked up on
nuances about what the
community needed that we
would have missed if we
had approached it
using our conventional
planning methods.”

The ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to design a
healthy and sustainable future
for people and the planet.
Regardless of the issue—climate
resilience and adaptation,
clean energy, water infrastructure,
habitat preservation, responsible
use of natural resources,
managing toxic waste and
pollution, or simply acknowledging
that socioeconomic inequality
means vulnerable populations
experience the impacts of climate
change first and worst—the
urgent and complex challenges
we face require systems thinking,
cross-disciplinary collaboration,
and holistic approaches that
address root causes and prioritize
long-term beneficial impacts
for many over short-term gains
for select few.

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, MUSIC, VISUAL ARTS
WEBSITE

ARTISANCENTER.NET

In response to this complex
problem, the Culture of
Recovery project at the
Appalachian Artisan Center
(AAC) is pairing aspiring
craftsmen who are in
recovery with mentors from
AAC’s network of over 300
artists. The artists lead their
apprentices in skill-building
and entrepreneurial workshops
in blacksmithing, ceramics,
printmaking, luthiery (stringed
instrument building), and more.

BROADWAY HOUSING COMMUNITIES
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

Eastern Kentucky suffers
from some of the highest
opioid-related hospitalization
rates in the country. Opioid
users in the region face
not only risks to their health
and relationships: if convicted
of drug-related crimes,
they can also find gainful
employment almost impossible
to secure—especially in
the economic void being left by
the retreating coal industry.

ORGANIZER NAME

NEW YORK, NY

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

SUGAR HILL CHILDREN’S MUSEUM
OF ART & STORYTELLING
LOCATION

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

PROJECT NAME

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE, VISUAL ARTS, OTHER
WEBSITE

SUGARHILLMUSEUM.ORG

“Those of us that do creative
work already know how
engaging and therapeutic art
can be,” says Jessica Evans,
AAC’s executive director.
“More than that, the way that
we learn a craft—through
master/apprenticeship
relationships, for example—
builds human connection.”
Culture of Recovery also opens
new employment possibilities
to participants, particularly as
demand for handmade musical
instruments and other crafts
from the region increases.
“When you’re an artist … you
think outside the box,” says
AAC’s Chris Boyd. “I think
that’s what’s needed in finding
solutions to this epidemic.”

The HEALTH community
development sector is comprised
of individuals, organizations,
and policymakers who are working
to prevent disease and promote
overall health at the community
level. Traditional practitioners
such as hospitals, municipal health
departments, researchers, and
community groups are increasingly
working alongside urban planners,
community developers, businesses,
and artists as the field becomes
more focused on equity and
the social determinants of health.
Involving these nontraditional
partners is an acknowledgement
that individual and community
health is affected not only
by behaviors and genetics, but
also by factors like physical
environment, family and social
environment, resources and
wealth, religious practices, social
norms, economic policies,
education, and sociocultural values.

The Sugar Hill Children’s
Museum of Art & Storytelling
(SHCMAS) occupies two
floors of Broadway Housing
Communities’ (BHC)
Sugar Hill Project: a nearly
200,000-square-foot
building in Harlem designed
by renowned architect
David Adjaye. In addition to
SHCMAS, the site provides
124 units of permanently
affordable housing for very low
income and formerly homeless
individuals and families, and
hosts the Sugar Hill Museum
Preschool, a community
art gallery, and a garden.
Too often, housing for lowincome people is isolated,
stigmatized, and marginalized.
The Sugar Hill Project breaks
this cycle by providing
opportunities for education,
socialization, and creative
development all under
the same roof as a stable,
affordable home.

The Project further expands
the definition of “mixed-use
building” by purposefully
incorporating the arts and
artists into the daily lives
of its residents and community
members. SHCMAS in
particular focuses on the
cognitive and creative
development of children ages
3-8, especially those living in
Upper Manhattan communities
beset by deep poverty.
BHC’s founder and executive
director Ellen Baxter says:
“Arts and culture bring needed
relief and inspiration to
struggling communities. To
create a museum of art and
storytelling was an aspirational
vision informed by the rich
cultural heritage of Sugar Hill.”

The HOUSING community
development sector is comprised
of individuals, organizations,
and policymakers who are working
to build and preserve high-quality
affordable housing for lowand moderate-income individuals,
families, and communities.
Community development
corporations and real estate
developers leverage incentives
like the federal Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit program to
build the majority of new
affordable housing units in the U.S.,
while renters and advocacy
groups campaign to create and
preserve policies like rent
control, inclusionary zoning, and
land trusts that facilitate and
protect affordable housing locally
and nationally. This current
system for building and preserving
affordable housing in the U.S.
has its roots in the 1970s, when
local efforts to fill gaps left by
declining federal funding flourished.

PROJECT NAME

CHIYO’S GARDEN
ORGANIZER NAME

WING LUKE MUSEUM OF THE ASIAN
PACIFIC AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
LOCATION

SEATTLE, WA
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS, VISUAL ARTS
WEBSITE

WINGLUKE.ORG

In 1932, Japanese immigrant
Sanzo Murakami built a
two-story building on South
Jackson Street in Seattle’s
Nihonmachi (Japantown). His
Higo 10 Cents Store occupied
the first floor, while he resided
upstairs with his wife Matsuyo
and their four children.
During World War II, the
Murakamis were forcibly
removed from their home
and incarcerated in Idaho’s
Minidoka concentration
camp. A few years before they
were imprisoned, Matsuyo
and Sanzo’s 22-year-old
daughter Chiyo lost her life
to tuberculosis in the upper
floor of the Jackson building.
Over 70 years later, Seattle’s
Wing Luke Museum of the
Asian Pacific American
Experience partnered with the

Murakami family, Japantown
businesses, and local artists
to turn a plot of land behind
the building into Chiyo’s
Garden: a welcoming public
space that commemorates
her and all children who grow
up in the neighborhood. The
garden’s Nihonmachi Fence
shows the growth, decline, and
rebirth of Seattle’s Japanese
American population, its
slats representing years in
the life of the community.
Chiyo’s Garden has become
a social hub for the area,
and a destination on The
Wing’s walking tours. Visitors
are invited to reflect on both
historic Nihonmachi as a
whole and on the personal
stories—like Chiyo’s—behind it.

The IMMIGRATION community
development sector is comprised
of individuals, organizations,
and policymakers who are working
to provide social services and
advocate for policies that support
the integration of immigrants
and refugees into communities
across the U.S. Despite current
polarization and mercurial policies
at the federal level surrounding
issues of border infrastructure and
security enforcement, the
immigration sector is seeing a
rise in creative, community-level
efforts to engage long-time
residents—including those most
susceptible to cultural anxiety—
in building trust and working with
nonprofits and local governments
to weave new Americans into
the social, economic, and civic
fabric of communities.

PROJECT NAME

EDEN LIVES!
ORGANIZER NAME

ALAMEDA COUNTY DEPUTY SHERIFFS’
ACTIVITIES LEAGUE
LOCATION

HAYWARD, CA
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
WEBSITE

EDENNIGHTLIVE.COM

The Alameda County Sheriff’s
Office (ACSO) in California
is a state and national leader
in progressive public safety.
Using sports, arts, economic
development, and recreation
to build relationships between
deputies and residents, the
ACSO is helping to transform
disinvested and disenfranchised
neighborhoods in its
jurisdiction into vibrant and
safe communities.
Alameda’s Deputy Sheriffs’
Activities League (DSAL) uses
its nonprofit status and
public programming skills to
complement the ACSO’s
community-oriented police
work. The two collaborated
with the local Chamber of
Commerce, community groups,
and local artists to present
Eden Night Live: a seasonal
pop-up festival that transforms

a vacant lot
on Mission Boulevard in
unincorporated Cherryland
into a safe place for creativity,
community, and joy.
In its first two years, Eden
Night Live drew over 20,000
visitors and attracted 27
local vendors. DSAL is now
implementing a communitydriven process that will
allow residents and the ACSO
to transform an additional
vacant lot along the East 14th
Street-Mission Boulevard
Corridor into another thriving
cultural space.
“I don’t know how many public
agencies understand how
much the arts can affect good
outcomes,” says Alameda
Deputy Charles Joe. “I haven’t
seen anything else that’s been
that connecting tissue.”

The PUBLIC SAFETY community
development sector is comprised
of individuals, organizations,
and policymakers who are working
to ensure the welfare and
protection of the general public,
allowing people and communities to
feel free of threats to their persons
and property. The achievement
of public safety means more than
the suppression of crime: it also
includes prevention, intervention,
and diversion strategies and
programs; reentry support following
justice system involvement;
and the bolstering of “protective
factors” like civic engagement,
education, physical and mental
health, and neighborhood
livability. While public safety has
often been cast as the sole
responsibility of law enforcement
and court systems, community
members’ ability to self-establish
informal social control also
plays a major role in creating and
sustaining it.

PROJECT NAME

NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE: THIS IS A PLACE TO...
ORGANIZER NAME

DANCE EXCHANGE
LOCATION

TAKOMA PARK, MD
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

SUBURBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DANCE, VISUAL ARTS
WEBSITE

DANCEEXCHANGE.ORG

The Washington, DC suburb of
Takoma Park is home to many
new residents from India, El
Salvador, China, Ethiopia, and
other countries, a number of
whom have opened businesses
along New Hampshire
Avenue, the six-lane highway
that forms the city’s eastern
boundary. While the highway is
an important artery, its
auto-centric design endangers
those who walk along it or
cross it (many of whom are new
Americans) and discourages
foot traffic to their businesses.
As part of its efforts to make
New Hampshire Avenue
more human-friendly, Takoma
Park’s Housing and Community
Development Department
invited local dance company
Dance Exchange to help
them better understand
users’ relationships to
the thoroughfare.

Employing dance, visual art,
sculpture, photography, and
storytelling in a suite of artistic
experiences, the company
posed six core questions to
residents, community leaders,
business owners, and city
staff, including: “What brings
us to this place?” “What
traditions do we carry here?”
“What do we hope for the
future of the Avenue?”
Over the course of more
than a year, a team of Dance
Exchange artists, under
the direction of the company’s
executive artistic director
Cassie Meador, worked with
Takoma Park residents to
gather and incorporate local
cultural feedback into its
municipal planning processes,
and to shift the narrative of
a place so often defined by its
transportation challenges.

The TRANSPORTATION community
development sector is comprised
of individuals, organizations,
and policymakers who are working
to maintain, repair, and build
transit infrastructure at the local,
regional, state, and national
levels. Federal grants that filter
down from state agencies to
municipal governments are the
primary source of transportation
funding, though public-private
partnerships and tax revenue also
contribute significantly.
Practitioners in this sector focus
on building effective public
transport networks and green
infrastructure projects that:
improve users’ access to jobs and
other economic opportunities;
distribute transit options equitably
across a region; include lowand moderate-income individuals
in decision-making processes;
and contribute to positive health
outcomes for communities.

PROJECT NAME

ROLLING REZ ARTS MOBILE UNIT
ORGANIZER NAME

FIRST PEOPLES FUND
LOCATION

KYLE, SD
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

RURAL

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINE

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS
WEBSITE

FIRSTPEOPLESFUND.ORG/ROLLING-REZ-ARTS

About 30,000 Oglala Lakota
Sioux tribal members live
on the Pine Ridge Reservation
in South Dakota. Half are
under the age of 30, and 80
percent are unemployed.
Rolling Rez Arts (RRA) is
a state-of-the-art mobile unit
that traverses Pine Ridge
to bring an arts space, business
training center, and bank
to Native American artists who
need these services but
have limited access to them.
The concept of the colorful
roaming bus came in response
to a local study that found
more than half of households on
the reservation were operating
home-based businesses—
79 percent of which were based
in traditional arts.

The study also found that 61
percent of the reservation’s
emerging artists have annual
incomes of less than $10,000,
but that when they receive
entrepreneurial training—of
the kind offered by RRA—that
number increases dramatically.
According to First Peoples
Fund, owner and operator
of RRA, “The Rolling Rez
embodies what it takes to
build a creative economy in
an expansive space. There’s
not enough critical mass
in any one location to make
it happen otherwise. The
RRA is a pollinator in growing
this ecosystem, seeding
the many partnerships
of organizations, artists, and
individuals [that form] a vibrant
Indigenous arts ecology.”

The WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
community development sector
is comprised of individuals,
organizations, and policymakers
who are working to develop
skills, job readiness, and financial
literacy for low- and moderateincome individuals and people
who are unemployed. Workforce
development initiatives can take
many forms, including union
and labor advocacy; the creation of
jobs for specific communities;
supportive measures designed to
increase employee retention;
municipal workforce programs that
fill gaps left by inequitable
education systems; and economic
development programs that
help businesses grow and expand
their hiring capacity.
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Exhibition Titling

Description

The exhibition titling is meant to signal to visitors the location of
the entrance of the exhibition. This should be placed just outside of the gallery in which the exhibition is occuring, either at or
near to the entrance of that gallery.

Spec

Die-cut white vinyl

View file: 1010_Flagship_ExhibitionTitling

59"
78"
72"

135"
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Intro and Overview Text

Description

The intro and overview text describe the exhibition and what
visitors will be seeing in the exhibiiton. In addition, it presents information on the authors of the exhibition. The intro text should
be placed inside of the gallery and ideally close to the entrance.

33"

Spec

Die-cut white or black vinyl, depending on Surface

View files: 1010_Flagship_IntroandOverview

36"

78"
70"

30"

72"

12

Quotes

Description

The quotes allow for a quick read of the effects arts, community,
and creative placemaking have on people who partcipated in
the featured projects. They also give a more directly human aspect related to the themes of the exhibition by attaching names
and words to create placemaking projects. These should be
grouped, but do not have to be right next to the banners.

24"

Spec

Vinyl Color: Avery Warm Red
Die Cut Vinyl 1st Surface

View files: 1010_Flagship_Quotes

24"

29"

40"

40"

32"

33"

78"

34"
72"
34"

30"
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Map, Matrix, and Captions

Description

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

KYLE, SD

PUBLIC SAFETY

DETROIT, MI

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION

12"

NEW YORK, NY

TAKOMA PARK, MD

HAYWARD, CA

30"

HEALTH
HINDMAN, KY

EDUCATION
& YOUTH

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

NOGALES, AZ

UTICA, MS

36"

COMMUNITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SECTORS

FARGO, ND

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

9"

CRAFT &
CULINARY

ENVIRONMENT
& ENERGY

SEATTLE, WA

Captions: Diecut White Vinyl
Map and Matrix: Printed matte vinyl

View files: 1010_Flagship_MapMatrixandCaptions

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

4"

IMMIGRATION

11"

Spec

The map and matrix show the locations of the projects featured
in the exhibition as well as the sectors and artistic disciplines
engaged. Each of these comes with its own label. These should
be in an area close to the banners, but they do not have to be at
the entrance or close to the intro text.

DANCE

DESIGN &
ARCHITECTURE

FILM &
MEDIA

FOLK &
TRADITIONAL

LITERATURE

MUSIC

VISUAL
ARTS

U

R

SOUTHWWEST
FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE:
NOGALES, AZ

EDUCATION
& YOUTH

SOUTHWWEST
FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE:
NOGALES, AZ

R

SOUTHWWEST
FOLKLIFE ALLIANCE:
NOGALES, AZ

R

ENVIRONMENT
& ENERGY

R

WORLD GARDEN
COMMONS:
FARGO, ND

WORLD GARDEN
COMMONS:
FARGO, ND

U

U

HEALTH

WORLD GARDEN
COMMONS:
FARGO, ND

U

U

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY:
HINDMAN, KY

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY:
HINDMAN, KY

R

R

R

U

IMMIGRATION

WORLD GARDEN
COMMONS:
FARGO, ND

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY:
HINDMAN, KY
SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

HOUSING

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

U

U

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA

U

U

U

EDEN LIVES!:
HAYWARD, CA

PUBLIC
SAFETY

U

TRANSPORTATION

78"

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

S

S

ROLLING REZ ARTS
MOBILE UNIT:
KYLE, SD

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
R Rural

OTHER

MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR
CULTURAL PRODUCTION:
UTICA, MS

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

U Urban

THEATER &
PERFORMANCE

OAKLAND AVE
URBAN FARM:
DETROIT, MI

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

R
S Suburban

49"
59"

72"
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Other Captions

Description

These captions are for the area with ArtPlace publications and
monitors featuring ArtPlace’s work.

Spec

Captions: Diecut White Vinyl

View files: 1010_Flagship_OtherCaptions

10"
12"

11"

78"
72"
12"

48"
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Programs Title

Description

This titling is for the area within the gallery that shows what
programs will be happening in relation to the exhibition, whether
those programs are sponsored by the gallery or institution, or
are happening in the city in which the exhibition is taking place.

Spec

Titling: Diecut White Vinyl
Program Poster: Plotter Print

View files: 1010_Flagship_ProgramsTitle

7"

40"

78"
72"
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Alternate Banners

INTRO TEXT
AND OVERVIEW

Artists and Community Change
Creative placemaking happens when artists
and arts organizations join their neighbors
in shaping their community’s future—working
together to produce beneficial, place-based
outcomes. This practice is at its best when it is
locally defined and informed and centers the
people who live, work, and play in a place.
The term “creative placemaking” was introduced
to American communities in 2010 through
a white paper Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa
Nicodemus wrote for the Mayors’ Institute
on City Design. While artists’ involvement in
building communities stretches back to
the earliest civilizations around the world,
this paper summarized two decades of
creative placemaking in the United States,
with an emphasis on the role of the arts in
livability and economic development.

ArtPlace has organized much of the work
of community planning and development into
10 core sectors that show the variety of
areas in which arts and culture can contribute
to positive place-based outcomes:
AGRICULTURE & FOOD
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION & YOUTH
ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY
HEALTH
HOUSING
IMMIGRATION
PUBLIC SAFETY
TRANSPORTATION
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Inherent in each of these 10 sectors are specific
goals and desired outcomes, and a particular
set of strategies and tactics to achieve them.
Over time, practitioners of creative placemaking Having made investments of over $100 million
in this work since 2011, ArtPlace is growing
have increasingly pushed the boundaries of
traditional community planning and development the field of creative placemaking through
demonstration projects, meaningful investments
and have demonstrated the effectiveness of
in organizational change, and catalytic research.
building creative, cross-sector, interdisciplinary
By exploring how arts and culture have
solutions to local challenges. To support
been and might be allies in helping to reach
and advance this way of working, ArtPlace
community development goals, ArtPlace aims
America (ArtPlace) was established as a
to develop open processes, shared languages,
collaboration among a number of foundations,
and common aspirations, so that communities
federal agencies, and financial institutions
across the country can benefit from the
to position arts and culture as a core sector
powerful, cross-sector synergies today’s creative
of community planning and development.
placemaking practitioners are generating.
Today, as the field of creative placemaking
Creative placemaking does not necessarily
rapidly grows in cities, towns, and rural areas
seek to make places more “creative”—
across the United States, the conversation
instead, it empowers residents, artists, and
has grown to encompass many other ways
planners to creatively address local challenges
arts and culture can address community
and opportunities. ArtPlace measures creative
planning and development issues.
placemaking success by the ways artists,
The people and organizations who do this
formal and informal arts spaces, and creative
work are also more diverse than ever:
interventions contribute to sustainable
they operate across sectors, strive to achieve
beneficial outcomes for communities.
a range of human-centered outcomes, and
include everyone from residents to artists to
teachers to professional community planners.
EXHIBITION OVERVIEW
Many traditional planning and development efforts have
fallen short of delivering equitable, healthy, sustainable
outcomes in communities.
In response, artists and arts organizations across the
United States are developing the kinds of human-centered,
contextual, adaptive solutions that can strengthen their
communities from within.
This exhibition highlights 10 creative placemaking projects
from across the country, each supported by ArtPlace America,
each addressing a community need, and each working within
a traditional community planning and development sector:
Agriculture & Food, Economic Development, Education &
Youth, Environment & Energy, Health, Housing, Immigration,
Public Safety, Transportation, and Workforce Development.
ORGANIZERS
This exhibition is organized by ArtPlace America and co-presented
with the Kibel Gallery at the University of Maryland.

CURATORS
Adam Erickson, ArtPlace America Ronit
Eisenbach, University of Maryland
EXHIBITION DESIGN
Manuel Miranda Practice
ABOUT ARTPLACE AMERICA
ArtPlace America (ArtPlace) is a 10-year collaboration among
a number of foundations, federal agencies, and financial
institutions. Beginning work as an organization in 2011, and
finishing in 2020, its mission is to position arts and culture as
a core sector of community planning and development.
ABOUT MANUEL MIRANDA PRACTICE
Manuel Miranda Practice (MMP) uses graphic design to make
places and content visible, legible, and navigable to people. In
addition to studio practice, Manuel Miranda is a critic at the Yale
School of Art and a member of New York City’s Public Design
Commission. MMP is based in the Lower East Side of New York City.

It is possible to do an all-banner exhibition. These two banners
below contain all info shown on the previous pages, except for
the monitor and publications caption and the Programs titling.

Spec

Captions: Diecut White Vinyl

View files: 1010_Flagship_AlternateBanners

MAP
AND MATRIX

When you share an
arts experience
with someone you
can both maintain
your unique cultural
identity and
share a bond.

10 SECTORS
10 SOLUTIONS
Artists and Community Change
IMMIGRATION

FARGO, ND

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

KYLE, SD

PUBLIC SAFETY

DETROIT, MI

NEW YORK, NY

HEALTH
HINDMAN, KY

EDUCATION
& YOUTH

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

FARGO, ND

—Frances Lucerna, El Puente

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION
TAKOMA PARK, MD

HAYWARD, CA

—Jamie Bennett, ArtPlace America

The arts help
people realize ‘I can’
— they are an
antidote for
disempowerment.

The power of
community can put
people like me
in places that matter.
—Carlos Contreras, Progress Now New Mexico

ENVIRONMENT
& ENERGY

SEATTLE, WA

UTICA, MS

This exhibition features 10 creative placemaking projects
supported by ArtPlace America. Each of the projects
works with a different sector of community planning and
development. This map demonstrates the geographic
diversity represented in the exhibition, and also shows
community types: Urban U , Rural R ,
and Suburban S .

Those of us closest
to the problem
are also closest to
the solution.
—Shelton McElroy, Artist, The Bail Project
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R

R
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ENVIRONMENT
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HEALTH
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U
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R

R

U
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FARGO, ND
U
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HINDMAN, KY
R

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

SUGAR HILL
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NEW YORK, NY

U
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SEATTLE, WA
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HAYWARD, CA

PUBLIC
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U

TRANSPORTATION

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

S
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ROLLING REZ ARTS
MOBILE UNIT:
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DEVELOPMENT
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OTHER

MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR
CULTURAL PRODUCTION:
UTICA, MS

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

U Urban

THEATER &
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OAKLAND AVE
URBAN FARM:
DETROIT, MI

AGRICULTURE
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COMMUNITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SECTORS

10 SECTORS
10 SOLUTIONS

Description

R
S Suburban

This matrix shows the different Community Planning
& Development Sectors each project is working
with, along with Artistic Disciplines engaged.

Artists can be
powerful influencers
because art can
cross boundaries and
ideological barriers.
—Kate Wolford, McKnight Foundation
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Wall Colors

Description

Painting the walls different colors creates more vibrancy in the
space and attracts more people to the exhibition, while also
creating more dynamic backdrops for social media. Below are
suggested colors to use in the Benjamin Moore paint system.

Spec

Benjamin Moore Paints

790

1398

CP 2079-30

798

CP 2071-30

343

418

1335

CP 2039-20
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Flagship Exhibition Sample Layouts
The following pages show various approaches to how the Flagship Exhibition might be laid out.
The examples show variations that include public programming space (which create space for events in the
space such as talks, round tables, and other events) and examples without public programming. The amount
of public programming that is included is based on the resources of the institution hosting the exhibition, and
ArtPlace can help with suggestions for programming.
These layouts are meant to be suggestions, and may change depending on each institution’s available space
and resources.

19

60'x30' room, 4'x8' banners
Linear hanging arrangement, with Program Space

Sample Layout With Public Programming
Banners are in rows

Monitor for Artplace videos
(with caption)
Table/pedestal for
field scan booklets
(with caption)

Intro Text

Overview
Map
with caption

Seating:
15–20 18”x18”x18” wooden cubes,
painted white. Rearrangeable
and loosely laid out.

Content Space
Program Space

10 banners related to 10 fields

Space for Public Programming
Monitor/Computer to search ArtPlace website
Field Scans
Other related publications

Matrix
with caption
30ft.

Monitor for Artplace website and lectures

60ft.
Intro Text and Overview
Map and Matrix
10 sectors banners (4'x8')
Quote posters (3'x4')
Captions
20

60'x30' room, 4'x8' banners
Dynamic hanging arrangement, with Program Space

With Public Programming
Banners are scattered

Monitor for Artplace videos
(with caption)
Table/pedestal for
field scan booklets
(with caption)

Intro Text

Overview
Map
with caption

Seating:
15–20 18”x18”x18” wooden cubes,
painted white. Rearrangeable
and loosely laid out.

Program Space

Content Space

Space for Public Programming
Monitor/Computer to search ArtPlace website
Field Scans
Other related publications

10 banners related to 10 fields

Matrix
with caption
30ft.

Monitor for Artplace website and lectures

60ft.
Intro Text and Overview
Map and Matrix
10 sectors banners (4'x8')
Quote posters (3'x4')
Captions
21

Without Public Programming
Banners are in rows

Map and
Matrix

Intro Text
and Overview

35ft.

35ft.
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Without Public Programming
Banners are in rows

Map and
Matrix

Intro Text
and Overview

35ft.

35ft.
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Without Public Programming
Banners are scattered

an Int
d ro
Ov Te
er x t
vie
w

Ma
p
Ma and
trix

35ft.

35ft.
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Flagship Exhibition Sample Photos
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View of all exhibition elements

Banners

Banners, Map, and Matrix

Banners and Quotes
26

Monitors and Public Programming Area

Public Programming Area and Banners

Programs and Exhibition Titling

Exhibition Titling
27

Pop-Up Exhibition

28

Pop-up Exhibition
Estimated cost: $500–$1,800, plus labor

Includes:
• Print-ready digital files for local production for:
10 project posters
2 posters with exhibition titling, introduction, overview, map, and sectors matrix
• Guidelines for installation

What You’ll Need to Provide:
• Minimum exhibition space of 200 square feet, or...
• Minimum 32 feet of horizontal adjoining wall space (in a hallway or in a portion of a larger
space, such as the corner of a lobby, waiting room, or entrance area), or...
• Minimum 16 feet of horizontally continuous wall space for a 2 row, 6 column display of 12
posters
• Exhibition management and installation team, with basic experience in and tools for
object installation and mounting
• Access to large format printer (estimated cost of local printing: $500)

Optional:
• Wall paint (estimated cost $150)
• Graphic Quotes
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Creative placemaking does not necessarily seek
to make places more “creative”—instead, it
empowers residents, artists, and planners to creatively
address local challenges and opportunities.
ArtPlace measures creative placemaking success
by the ways artists, formal and informal arts
spaces, and creative interventions contribute to
sustainable beneficial outcomes for communities.

Today, as the field of creative placemaking rapidly
grows in cities, towns, and rural areas across
the United States, the conversation has grown to
encompass many other ways arts and culture can
address community planning and development issues.
The people and organizations who do this work are
also more diverse than ever: they operate across
sectors, strive to achieve a range of human-centered
outcomes, and include everyone from residents to
artists to teachers to professional community planners.
ORGANIZERS

ABOUT ARTPLACE AMERICA

This exhibition is organized by ArtPlace America
and was first presented at the Kibel Gallery at
the University of Maryland.
Adam Erickson, ArtPlace America

ArtPlace America (ArtPlace) is a 10-year collaboration
among a number of foundations, federal agencies,
and financial institutions. Beginning work as an
organization in 2011, and finishing in 2020, its mission
is to position arts and culture as a core sector of
community planning and development.

EXHIBITION DESIGN

ABOUT MANUEL MIRANDA PRACTICE

CURATOR

Manuel Miranda Practice

INTRO TEXT AND OVERVIEW

Artists and Community Change
IMMIGRATION

ENVIRONMENT
& ENERGY

SEATTLE, WA

FARGO, ND

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

KYLE, SD

PUBLIC SAFETY

DETROIT, MI

HOUSING
TRANSPORTATION
NEW YORK, NY

TAKOMA PARK, MD

HAYWARD, CA

HEALTH
HINDMAN, KY

EDUCATION
& YOUTH

DANCE

DESIGN &
ARCHITECTURE

FILM &
MEDIA

FOLK &
TRADITIONAL

LITERATURE

MUSIC

COMMUNITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT SECTORS

WEBSITE

OAKLANDURBANFARM.ORG

footprint and growing its offerings with
an arts-centered redevelopment strategy.
The planning team is integrating the
existing garden sites into an expanded
landscape that will feature an art venue,
off-grid energy systems, retail markets,
and housing for visiting artists.
According to Anya Sirota of Akoaki,
“We’re not making things valuable
simply by attracting developers. We’re
finding ways to leverage existing
structures, to use design to broadcast
existing frequencies. … Detroit Cultivator
is a plan in which food production,
cultural activity, and civic assets work
together to reactivate a locally
rooted economy.”

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF
ART & STORYTELLING

VISUAL
ARTS

THEATER &
PERFORMANCE

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
VISUAL ARTS, OTHER

LOCATION

WEBSITE

The Sugar Hill Children’s Museum of
Art & Storytelling (SHCMAS) occupies
two floors of Broadway Housing
Communities’ (BHC) Sugar Hill Project:
a nearly 200,000-square-foot building
in Harlem designed by renowned architect
David Adjaye. In addition to SHCMAS, the
site provides 124 units of permanently
affordable housing for very low income and
formerly homeless individuals and families,
and hosts the Sugar Hill Museum Preschool,
a community art gallery, and a garden.

under the same roof as a stable, affordable
home. The Project further expands
the definition of “mixed-use building” by
purposefully incorporating the arts
and artists into the daily lives of its residents
and community members. SHCMAS in
particular focuses on the cognitive and
creative development of children ages 3-8,
especially those living in Upper Manhattan
communities beset by deep poverty.

SUGARHILLMUSEUM.ORG

PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

SIPP CULTURE
MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR
CULTURAL PRODUCTION
LOCATION

UTICA, MS

For the past 20-plus years, multidisciplinary
artist Carlton Turner has spearheaded
local- and national-level projects that center
ideas of manhood, race, art, culture, and
social justice.
One of his current endeavors is leading
an “economic revolution” in his home
community of rural Utica, Mississippi:
population 840. With the Mississippi
Center for Cultural Production, Turner
is empowering local young people
to become creative content producers
(filmmakers, photographers, musicians)
and take ownership of their own
narratives and their community’s. As
they learn to use the technological
tools of the storytelling trades, they also
learn about Utica’s history and their
connections to it.

RURAL

FILM & MEDIA, OTHER
WEBSITE

SIPPCULTURE.COM

Sipp Culture also involves young participants
in local agricultural production, showing them
the art of nurturing community relationships
through food, and demonstrating the
present-day viability of age-old economic
strategies rooted in land cultivation.
Turner says, “We have been told for so long
that our communities are poor and
have little or nothing of value to offer, so
our children grow up looking forward
to the day when they get the opportunity
to leave. ... [Our work] is to recalibrate
the measurements by which economic
prosperity is calculated, and in the process,
redefine wealth for our rural community.”

PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

LOCATION

WEBSITE

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE
ALLIANCE
SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE
ALLIANCE
NOGALES, AZ

The border community of Nogales funnels
an estimated $30 billion worth of
produce and manufactured goods from
Mexico into Arizona and the greater
US annually. While this trade has historically
supported thousands of jobs in both
countries, the advent of NAFTA and the
9/11 attacks dealt blows to cross-border
retail and local entrepreneurship that
continue to linger. Many young people now
leave Nogales after high school; if they
return, they face limited opportunities.
The Southwest Folklife Alliance (SFA)
conducted a needs assessment in
Nogales using “the tools of the folklorist:
observing, listening, and interviewing”
and found a number of existing business
incubation programs, art curricula in

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION & YOUTH

PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

CHIYO’S GARDEN
WING LUKE MUSEUM
OF THE ASIAN PACIFIC
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

URBAN

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS,
VISUAL ARTS

LOCATION

WEBSITE

In 1932, Japanese immigrant Sanzo
Murakami built a two-story building on
South Jackson Street in Seattle’s
Nihonmachi (Japantown). His Higo 10
Cents Store occupied the first floor,
while he resided upstairs with his wife
Matsuyo and their four children.

family, Japantown businesses, and local
artists to turn a plot of land behind the
building into Chiyo’s Garden: a welcoming
public space that commemorates her
and all children who grow up in the
neighborhood. The garden’s Nihonmachi
Fence shows the growth, decline, and
rebirth of Seattle’s Japanese American
population, its slats representing
years in the life of the community.

SEATTLE, WA

WINGLUKE.ORG

OTHER

RURAL

CRAFT & CULINARY ARTS,
FILM & MEDIA, LITERATURE
SOUTHWESTFOLKLIFE.ORG

schools, successful efforts to bring
activity back downtown, and more.
As executive director of SFA, the folklorist,
curator, and anthropologist Dr. Maribel
Alvarez is leading the charge to build on
these initiatives-in-progress by transforming
the former residence of Raul Castro,
Arizona’s only Mexican-American governor
to date, into VozFrontera: a center for
youth engagement, leadership, and local
arts incubation.
Kimi Eisele of SFA says, “VozFrontera will
celebrate the energy in Nogales and
bring additional activities specifically for
young people to create both workforce
and economic development opportunities
for youth in and around our community.”

PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

EDEN LIVES!
ALAMEDA COUNTY
DEPUTY SHERIFFS’
ACTIVITIES LEAGUE

URBAN

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

LOCATION

WEBSITE

The Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO)
in California is a state and national leader
in progressive public safety. Using sports,
arts, economic development, and recreation
to build relationships between deputies
and residents, the ACSO is helping to
transform disinvested and disenfranchised
neighborhoods in its jurisdiction into
vibrant and safe communities.

unincorporated Cherryland into a safe
place for creativity, community, and joy.

HAYWARD, CA

EDENNIGHTLIVE.COM
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R

R
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IMMIGRATION
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FARGO, ND

U

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY:
HINDMAN, KY
SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

HOUSING

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA

U

U

WORLD GARDEN
COMMONS:
FARGO, ND
U

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM:
NEW YORK, NY

U

U

WING LUKE MUSEUM:
SEATTLE, WA
U

EDEN LIVES!:
HAYWARD, CA

PUBLIC
SAFETY

U

TRANSPORTATION

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

DANCE EXCHANGE:
TAKOMA PARK, MD

S

S

ROLLING REZ ARTS
MOBILE UNIT:
KYLE, SD

WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
R Rural

PROJECT NAME

NEW YORK, NY

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

U Urban

Oakland Avenue Urban Farm in Detroit’s
North End was founded by wife-andhusband team Jerry and Billy Hebron.
Though the North End was once a
middle-class neighborhood known for
producing Motown luminaries like
Aretha Franklin, the neighborhood has
in recent years struggled with the
fallout from Detroit’s broader economic
depression: unemployment, crime,
and civic disinvestment. For the past
decade, the Farm has served as
both a physical and social anchor for
its community.

BROADWAY HOUSING
COMMUNITIES

UTICA, MS

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES
CRAFT &
CULINARY

DETROIT, MI

ORGANIZER NAME

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

NOGALES, AZ

LOCATION

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

AGRICULTURE & FOOD

10 SECTORS
10 SOLUTIONS
This exhibition features 10
creative placemaking projects
supported by ArtPlace
America. Each of the projects
works with a different sector
of community planning and
development. This map
demonstrates the geographic
diversity represented in
the exhibition, and also shows
community types: Urban U ,
Rural R , and Suburban S .

OAKLAND AVENUE
URBAN FARM

Now, in partnership with local design studio
Akoaki, cultural programmer ONE Mile
Project, the City of Detroit City Planning
Commission, and the Center for Community
Based Enterprise, the Farm is doubling its

Manuel Miranda Practice (MMP) uses graphic design to
make places and content visible, legible, and navigable
to people. In addition to studio practice, Manuel Miranda
is a critic at the Yale School of Art and a member of
New York City’s Public Design Commission. MMP is based
in the Lower East Side of New York City.

HOUSING

EXHIBITION OVERVIEW

Many traditional planning and development efforts
have fallen short of delivering equitable, healthy,
sustainable outcomes in communities.In response,
artists and arts organizations across the United
States are developing the kinds of human-centered,
contextual, adaptive solutions that can strengthen
their communities from within. This exhibition highlights
10 creative placemaking projects from across the
country, each supported by ArtPlace America, each
addressing a community need, and each working
within a traditional community planning and
development sector: Agriculture & Food, Economic
Development, Education & Youth, Environment &
Energy, Health, Housing, Immigration, Public Safety,
Transportation, and Workforce Development.

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

URBAN

R
S Suburban

This matrix shows the different
Community Planning & Development
Sectors each project is working with,
along with Artistic Disciplines engaged.

MAP AND MATRIX

Too often, housing for low-income people
is isolated, stigmatized, and marginalized.
The Sugar Hill Project breaks this cycle
by providing opportunities for education,
socialization, and creative development all

HOUSING

BHC’s founder and executive director
Ellen Baxter says: “Arts and culture
bring needed relief and inspiration to
struggling communities. To create a
museum of art and storytelling was an
aspirational vision informed by the
rich cultural heritage of Sugar Hill.”

During World War II, the Murakamis
were forcibly removed from their home
and incarcerated in Idaho’s Minidoka
concentration camp. A few years before
they were imprisoned, Matsuyo and
Sanzo’s 22-year-old daughter Chiyo lost
her life to tuberculosis in the upper
floor of the Jackson building.
Over 70 years later, Seattle’s Wing Luke
Museum of the Asian Pacific American
Experience partnered with the Murakami

IMMIGRATION

Chiyo’s Garden has become a social hub for
the area, and a destination on The Wing’s
walking tours. Visitors are invited to reflect on
both historic Nihonmachi as a whole and on
the personal stories—like Chiyo’s—behind it.

Alameda’s Deputy Sheriffs’ Activities League
(DSAL) uses its nonprofit status and public
programming skills to complement the
ACSO’s community-oriented police work.
The two collaborated with the local Chamber
of Commerce, community groups, and
local artists to present Eden Night Live:
a seasonal pop-up festival that transforms
a vacant lot on Mission Boulevard in

PUBLIC SAFETY

In its first two years, Eden Night Live drew
over 20,000 visitors and attracted 27
local vendors. DSAL is now implementing
a community-driven process that will
allow residents and the ACSO to transform
an additional vacant lot along the East
14th Street-Mission Boulevard Corridor into
another thriving cultural space.
“I don’t know how many public agencies
understand how much the arts can affect
good outcomes,” says Alameda Deputy
Charles Joe. “I haven’t seen anything else
that’s been that connecting tissue.”

HEALTH
PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

PROJECT NAME

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

LOCATION

WEBSITE

Eastern Kentucky suffers from some
of the highest opioid-related hospitalization
rates in the country. Opioid users in
the region face not only risks to their health
and relationships: if convicted of drugrelated crimes, they can also find gainful
employment almost impossible to
secure—especially in the economic void
being left by the retreating coal industry.

“Those of us that do creative work already
know how engaging and therapeutic
art can be,” says Jessica Evans, AAC’s
executive director. “More than that,
the way that we learn a craft—through
master/apprenticeship relationships,
for example—builds human connection.”

THE FARGO PROJECT:
WORLD GARDEN COMMONS
CITY OF FARGO

URBAN

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS,
VISUAL ARTS, OTHER

LOCATION

WEBSITE

To handle the seasonal overflow of the
Red River, the city of Fargo, North Dakota
constructed a series of large stormwater
retention basins. While the basins do prevent
flooding during heavy rains, they are
most often fallow: dry, empty lots the size
of a dozen football fields, occupying public
space and separating neighborhoods.

team used storytelling, food sharing,
and dance to engage residents in a
multi-year process of reimagining the
space. West Acres’ largely Native
American and new American cultures
are reflected in the plan, which
includes a natural amphitheater and
a “listening garden.”

Hoping to make better use of the basins
and improve the lives of nearby residents,
the city partnered with environmental
artist Jackie Brookner and local artists to
create a plan for World Gardens Commons,
a project that transformed an 18-acre basin
in the neighborhood of West Acres into a
vibrant public space that connected, rather
than divided, adjacent communities. The

City of Fargo planning director Nicole
Crutchfield says, “By working with artists
and using creative problem solving, we
found solutions that functioned on multiple
levels—ecological, spiritual, infrastructural,
aesthetic. We picked up on nuances about
what the community needed that we would
have missed if we had approached it using
our conventional planning methods.”

FARGO, ND

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.
APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.
HINDMAN, KY

THEFARGOPROJECT.COM

In response to this complex problem,
the Culture of Recovery project at the
Appalachian Artisan Center (AAC)
is pairing aspiring craftsmen who are
in recovery with mentors from AAC’s
network of over 300 artists. The artists
lead their apprentices in skill-building
and entrepreneurial workshops in
blacksmithing, ceramics, printmaking,
luthiery (stringed instrument building),
and more.

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

HEALTH

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Over time, practitioners of creative placemaking have
increasingly pushed the boundaries of traditional
community planning and development and have
demonstrated the effectiveness of building creative,
cross-sector, interdisciplinary solutions to local
challenges. To support and advance this way of working,
ArtPlace America (ArtPlace) was established by
the National Endowment for the Arts as a collaboration
among a number of foundations, federal agencies,
and financial institutions to position arts and culture as
a core sector of community planning and development.

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

DETROIT CULTIVATORS

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

Inherent in each of these 10 sectors are specific goals
and desired outcomes, and a particular set of
strategies and tactics to achieve them. Having made
investments of over $100 million in this work
since 2011, ArtPlace is growing the field of creative
placemaking through demonstration projects,
meaningful investments in organizational change,
and catalytic research. By exploring how arts
and culture have been and might be allies in helping
to reach community development goals, ArtPlace
aims to develop open processes, shared languages,
and common aspirations, so that communities
across the country can benefit from the powerful,
cross-sector synergies today’s creative placemaking
practitioners are generating.

PROJECT NAME

TRANSPORTATION

HOUSING
IMMIGRATION
PUBLIC SAFETY
TRANSPORTATION
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION & YOUTH

AGRICULTURE & FOOD
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION & YOUTH
ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY
HEALTH

The term “creative placemaking” was introduced to
American communities in 2010 through a white
paper authored by Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa
Nicodemus and commissioned by the National
Endowment for the Arts. While artists’ involvement
in building communities stretches back to the
earliest civilizations around the world, this paper
summarized two decades of creative placemaking
in the United States, with an emphasis on the role
of the arts in livability and economic development.

PUBLIC SAFETY

ArtPlace has organized much of the work of community
planning and development into 10 core sectors that
show the variety of areas in which arts and culture can
contribute to positive place-based outcomes:

Creative placemaking happens when artists and arts
organizations join their neighbors in shaping their
community’s future—working together to produce
beneficial, place-based outcomes. This practice is at
its best when it is locally defined and informed and
centers the people who live, work, and play in a place.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Artists and Community Change

View files: 1010_PopUp_Posters

IMMIGRATION

10 SECTORS
10 SOLUTIONS

AGRICULTURE & FOOD

Pop-Up Exhibition Posters Overview
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The Washington, DC suburb of Takoma
Park is home to many new residents
from India, El Salvador, China, Ethiopia,
and other countries, a number of whom have
opened businesses along New Hampshire
Avenue, the six-lane highway that forms the
city’s eastern boundary. While the highway
is an important artery, its auto-centric design
endangers those who walk along it or cross
it (many of whom are new Americans) and
discourages foot traffic to their businesses.

sculpture, photography, and storytelling
in a suite of artistic experiences, the
company posed six core questions to
residents, community leaders,
business owners, and city staff, including:
“What brings us to this place?”
“What traditions do we carry here?”
“What do we hope for the future
of the Avenue?”

NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE:
THIS IS A PLACE TO...
DANCE EXCHANGE
TAKOMA PARK, MD

As part of its efforts to make New Hampshire
Avenue more human-friendly, Takoma Park’s
Housing and Community Development
Department invited local dance company
Dance Exchange to help them better
understand users’ relationships to the
thoroughfare. Employing dance, visual art,

TRANSPORTATION

SUBURBAN

DANCE, VISUAL ARTS
DANCEEXCHANGE.ORG

Over the course of more than a year, a
team of Dance Exchange artists, under the
direction of the company’s executive
artistic director Cassie Meador, worked
with Takoma Park residents to gather and
incorporate local cultural feedback
into its municipal planning processes, and
to shift the narrative of a place so often
defined by its transportation challenges.

RURAL

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS,
MUSIC, VISUAL ARTS
ARTISANCENTER.NET

Culture of Recovery also opens new
employment possibilities to participants,
particularly as demand for handmade
musical instruments and other crafts from
the region increases.
“When you’re an artist … you think outside
the box,” says AAC’s Chris Boyd.
“I think that’s what’s needed in finding
solutions to this epidemic.”
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About 30,000 Oglala Lakota Sioux tribal
members live on the Pine Ridge Reservation
in South Dakota. Half are under the
age of 30, and 80 percent are unemployed.

of the reservation’s emerging artists have
annual incomes of less than $10,000,
but that when they receive entrepreneurial
training—of the kind offered by RRA—
that number increases dramatically.

ROLLING REZ ARTS
MOBILE UNIT
FIRST PEOPLES FUND
KYLE, SD

Rolling Rez Arts (RRA) is a state-of-the-art
mobile unit that traverses Pine Ridge to
bring an arts space, business training center,
and bank to Native American artists who
need these services but have limited access
to them.
The concept of the colorful roaming bus
came in response to a local study
that found more than half of households
on the reservation were operating
home-based businesses—79 percent
of which were based in traditional
arts. The study also found that 61 percent

RURAL

FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS
FIRSTPEOPLESFUND.ORG/
ROLLING-REZ-ARTS

According to First Peoples Fund, owner
and operator of RRA, “The Rolling Rez
embodies what it takes to build a creative
economy in an expansive space. There’s
not enough critical mass in any one location
to make it happen otherwise. The RRA
is a pollinator in growing this ecosystem,
seeding the many partnerships of
organizations, artists, and individuals [that
form] a vibrant Indigenous arts ecology.”

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

30

The people and organizations who do this work are
also more diverse than ever: they operate across
sectors, strive to achieve a range of human-centered
outcomes, and include everyone from residents to
artists to teachers to professional community planners.
ORGANIZERS

Many traditional planning and development efforts
have fallen short of delivering equitable, healthy,
sustainable outcomes in communities.In response,
artists and arts organizations across the United
States are developing the kinds of human-centered,
contextual, adaptive solutions that can strengthen
their communities from within. This exhibition highlights
10 creative placemaking projects from across the
country, each supported by ArtPlace America, each
addressing a community need, and each working
within a traditional community planning and
development sector: Agriculture & Food, Economic
Development, Education & Youth, Environment &
Energy, Health, Housing, Immigration, Public Safety,
Transportation, and Workforce Development.

ArtPlace America (ArtPlace) is a 10-year collaboration
among a number of foundations, federal agencies,
and financial institutions. Beginning work as an
organization in 2011, and finishing in 2020, its mission
is to position arts and culture as a core sector of
community planning and development.

CURATOR

Adam Erickson, ArtPlace America

EXHIBITION DESIGN

Manuel Miranda Practice (MMP) uses graphic design to
make places and content visible, legible, and navigable
to people. In addition to studio practice, Manuel Miranda
is a critic at the Yale School of Art and a member of
New York City’s Public Design Commission. MMP is based
in the Lower East Side of New York City.

Artists and Community Change
This exhibition features 10
creative placemaking projects
supported by ArtPlace
America. Each of the projects
works with a different sector
of community planning and
development. This map
demonstrates the geographic
diversity represented in
the exhibition, and also shows
community types: Urban U ,
Rural R , and Suburban S .
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WEBSITE
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footprint and growing its offerings with
an arts-centered redevelopment strategy.
The planning team is integrating the
existing garden sites into an expanded
landscape that will feature an art venue,
off-grid energy systems, retail markets,
and housing for visiting artists.
According to Anya Sirota of Akoaki,
“We’re not making things valuable
simply by attracting developers. We’re
finding ways to leverage existing
structures, to use design to broadcast
existing frequencies. … Detroit Cultivator
is a plan in which food production,
cultural activity, and civic assets work
together to reactivate a locally
rooted economy.”
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SUGAR HILL
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM OF
ART & STORYTELLING

URBAN

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
VISUAL ARTS, OTHER

LOCATION

WEBSITE

The Sugar Hill Children’s Museum of
Art & Storytelling (SHCMAS) occupies
two floors of Broadway Housing
Communities’ (BHC) Sugar Hill Project:
a nearly 200,000-square-foot building
in Harlem designed by renowned architect
David Adjaye. In addition to SHCMAS, the
site provides 124 units of permanently
affordable housing for very low income and
formerly homeless individuals and families,
and hosts the Sugar Hill Museum Preschool,
a community art gallery, and a garden.

under the same roof as a stable, affordable
home. The Project further expands
the definition of “mixed-use building” by
purposefully incorporating the arts
and artists into the daily lives of its residents
and community members. SHCMAS in
particular focuses on the cognitive and
creative development of children ages 3-8,
especially those living in Upper Manhattan
communities beset by deep poverty.

SUGARHILLMUSEUM.ORG
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SIPP CULTURE
MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR
CULTURAL PRODUCTION
LOCATION

UTICA, MS

For the past 20-plus years, multidisciplinary
artist Carlton Turner has spearheaded
local- and national-level projects that center
ideas of manhood, race, art, culture, and
social justice.
One of his current endeavors is leading
an “economic revolution” in his home
community of rural Utica, Mississippi:
population 840. With the Mississippi
Center for Cultural Production, Turner
is empowering local young people
to become creative content producers
(filmmakers, photographers, musicians)
and take ownership of their own
narratives and their community’s. As
they learn to use the technological
tools of the storytelling trades, they also
learn about Utica’s history and their
connections to it.
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ORGANIZER NAME

RURAL

FILM & MEDIA, OTHER
WEBSITE

SIPPCULTURE.COM

Sipp Culture also involves young participants
in local agricultural production, showing them
the art of nurturing community relationships
through food, and demonstrating the
present-day viability of age-old economic
strategies rooted in land cultivation.
Turner says, “We have been told for so long
that our communities are poor and
have little or nothing of value to offer, so
our children grow up looking forward
to the day when they get the opportunity
to leave. ... [Our work] is to recalibrate
the measurements by which economic
prosperity is calculated, and in the process,
redefine wealth for our rural community.”

URBAN
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DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS,
VISUAL ARTS
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WEBSITE

In 1932, Japanese immigrant Sanzo
Murakami built a two-story building on
South Jackson Street in Seattle’s
Nihonmachi (Japantown). His Higo 10
Cents Store occupied the first floor,
while he resided upstairs with his wife
Matsuyo and their four children.

family, Japantown businesses, and local
artists to turn a plot of land behind the
building into Chiyo’s Garden: a welcoming
public space that commemorates her
and all children who grow up in the
neighborhood. The garden’s Nihonmachi
Fence shows the growth, decline, and
rebirth of Seattle’s Japanese American
population, its slats representing
years in the life of the community.

SEATTLE, WA

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

LOCATION

WEBSITE

SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE
ALLIANCE
SOUTHWEST FOLKLIFE
ALLIANCE
NOGALES, AZ

The border community of Nogales funnels
an estimated $30 billion worth of
produce and manufactured goods from
Mexico into Arizona and the greater
US annually. While this trade has historically
supported thousands of jobs in both
countries, the advent of NAFTA and the
9/11 attacks dealt blows to cross-border
retail and local entrepreneurship that
continue to linger. Many young people now
leave Nogales after high school; if they
return, they face limited opportunities.
The Southwest Folklife Alliance (SFA)
conducted a needs assessment in
Nogales using “the tools of the folklorist:
observing, listening, and interviewing”
and found a number of existing business
incubation programs, art curricula in

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

WING LUKE MUSEUM
OF THE ASIAN PACIFIC
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

PROJECT NAME

WINGLUKE.ORG

OTHER
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EDEN LIVES!
ORGANIZER NAME

RURAL

CRAFT & CULINARY ARTS,
FILM & MEDIA, LITERATURE
SOUTHWESTFOLKLIFE.ORG

schools, successful efforts to bring
activity back downtown, and more.
As executive director of SFA, the folklorist,
curator, and anthropologist Dr. Maribel
Alvarez is leading the charge to build on
these initiatives-in-progress by transforming
the former residence of Raul Castro,
Arizona’s only Mexican-American governor
to date, into VozFrontera: a center for
youth engagement, leadership, and local
arts incubation.
Kimi Eisele of SFA says, “VozFrontera will
celebrate the energy in Nogales and
bring additional activities specifically for
young people to create both workforce
and economic development opportunities
for youth in and around our community.”

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

URBAN

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES

ALAMEDA COUNTY
DEPUTY SHERIFFS’
ACTIVITIES LEAGUE

MULTIDISCIPLINARY

LOCATION

WEBSITE

The Alameda County Sheriff’s Office (ACSO)
in California is a state and national leader
in progressive public safety. Using sports,
arts, economic development, and recreation
to build relationships between deputies
and residents, the ACSO is helping to
transform disinvested and disenfranchised
neighborhoods in its jurisdiction into
vibrant and safe communities.

unincorporated Cherryland into a safe
place for creativity, community, and joy.

HAYWARD, CA

EDENNIGHTLIVE.COM
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Oakland Avenue Urban Farm in Detroit’s
North End was founded by wife-andhusband team Jerry and Billy Hebron.
Though the North End was once a
middle-class neighborhood known for
producing Motown luminaries like
Aretha Franklin, the neighborhood has
in recent years struggled with the
fallout from Detroit’s broader economic
depression: unemployment, crime,
and civic disinvestment. For the past
decade, the Farm has served as
both a physical and social anchor for
its community.

NEW YORK, NY

AGRICULTURE
& FOOD

U Urban

DETROIT, MI

BROADWAY HOUSING
COMMUNITIES

UTICA, MS

ARTISTIC DISCIPLINES
CRAFT &
CULINARY

LOCATION

Now, in partnership with local design studio
Akoaki, cultural programmer ONE Mile
Project, the City of Detroit City Planning
Commission, and the Center for Community
Based Enterprise, the Farm is doubling its
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This exhibition is organized by ArtPlace America
and was first presented at the Kibel Gallery at
the University of Maryland.
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This matrix shows the different
Community Planning & Development
Sectors each project is working with,
along with Artistic Disciplines engaged.

Too often, housing for low-income people
is isolated, stigmatized, and marginalized.
The Sugar Hill Project breaks this cycle
by providing opportunities for education,
socialization, and creative development all

BHC’s founder and executive director
Ellen Baxter says: “Arts and culture
bring needed relief and inspiration to
struggling communities. To create a
museum of art and storytelling was an
aspirational vision informed by the
rich cultural heritage of Sugar Hill.”

During World War II, the Murakamis
were forcibly removed from their home
and incarcerated in Idaho’s Minidoka
concentration camp. A few years before
they were imprisoned, Matsuyo and
Sanzo’s 22-year-old daughter Chiyo lost
her life to tuberculosis in the upper
floor of the Jackson building.

Alameda’s Deputy Sheriffs’ Activities League
(DSAL) uses its nonprofit status and public
programming skills to complement the
ACSO’s community-oriented police work.
The two collaborated with the local Chamber
of Commerce, community groups, and
local artists to present Eden Night Live:
a seasonal pop-up festival that transforms
a vacant lot on Mission Boulevard in

Chiyo’s Garden has become a social hub for
the area, and a destination on The Wing’s
walking tours. Visitors are invited to reflect on
both historic Nihonmachi as a whole and on
the personal stories—like Chiyo’s—behind it.

Over 70 years later, Seattle’s Wing Luke
Museum of the Asian Pacific American
Experience partnered with the Murakami

In its first two years, Eden Night Live drew
over 20,000 visitors and attracted 27
local vendors. DSAL is now implementing
a community-driven process that will
allow residents and the ACSO to transform
an additional vacant lot along the East
14th Street-Mission Boulevard Corridor into
another thriving cultural space.
“I don’t know how many public agencies
understand how much the arts can affect
good outcomes,” says Alameda Deputy
Charles Joe. “I haven’t seen anything else
that’s been that connecting tissue.”
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To handle the seasonal overflow of the
Red River, the city of Fargo, North Dakota
constructed a series of large stormwater
retention basins. While the basins do prevent
flooding during heavy rains, they are
most often fallow: dry, empty lots the size
of a dozen football fields, occupying public
space and separating neighborhoods.

team used storytelling, food sharing,
and dance to engage residents in a
multi-year process of reimagining the
space. West Acres’ largely Native
American and new American cultures
are reflected in the plan, which
includes a natural amphitheater and
a “listening garden.”

Eastern Kentucky suffers from some
of the highest opioid-related hospitalization
rates in the country. Opioid users in
the region face not only risks to their health
and relationships: if convicted of drugrelated crimes, they can also find gainful
employment almost impossible to
secure—especially in the economic void
being left by the retreating coal industry.

“Those of us that do creative work already
know how engaging and therapeutic
art can be,” says Jessica Evans, AAC’s
executive director. “More than that,
the way that we learn a craft—through
master/apprenticeship relationships,
for example—builds human connection.”

Hoping to make better use of the basins
and improve the lives of nearby residents,
the city partnered with environmental
artist Jackie Brookner and local artists to
create a plan for World Gardens Commons,
a project that transformed an 18-acre basin
in the neighborhood of West Acres into a
vibrant public space that connected, rather
than divided, adjacent communities. The

City of Fargo planning director Nicole
Crutchfield says, “By working with artists
and using creative problem solving, we
found solutions that functioned on multiple
levels—ecological, spiritual, infrastructural,
aesthetic. We picked up on nuances about
what the community needed that we would
have missed if we had approached it using
our conventional planning methods.”
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The Washington, DC suburb of Takoma
Park is home to many new residents
from India, El Salvador, China, Ethiopia,
and other countries, a number of whom have
opened businesses along New Hampshire
Avenue, the six-lane highway that forms the
city’s eastern boundary. While the highway
is an important artery, its auto-centric design
endangers those who walk along it or cross
it (many of whom are new Americans) and
discourages foot traffic to their businesses.

sculpture, photography, and storytelling
in a suite of artistic experiences, the
company posed six core questions to
residents, community leaders,
business owners, and city staff, including:
“What brings us to this place?”
“What traditions do we carry here?”
“What do we hope for the future
of the Avenue?”

THE FARGO PROJECT:
WORLD GARDEN COMMONS
CITY OF FARGO

FARGO, ND

NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE:
THIS IS A PLACE TO...
DANCE EXCHANGE
TAKOMA PARK, MD

As part of its efforts to make New Hampshire
Avenue more human-friendly, Takoma Park’s
Housing and Community Development
Department invited local dance company
Dance Exchange to help them better
understand users’ relationships to the
thoroughfare. Employing dance, visual art,

URBAN
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CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.

DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE,
FOLK & TRADITIONAL ARTS,
VISUAL ARTS, OTHER

APPALACHIAN ARTISAN
CENTER OF KENTUCKY, INC.
HINDMAN, KY
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SUBURBAN

DANCE, VISUAL ARTS
DANCEEXCHANGE.ORG

Over the course of more than a year, a
team of Dance Exchange artists, under the
direction of the company’s executive
artistic director Cassie Meador, worked
with Takoma Park residents to gather and
incorporate local cultural feedback
into its municipal planning processes, and
to shift the narrative of a place so often
defined by its transportation challenges.

In response to this complex problem,
the Culture of Recovery project at the
Appalachian Artisan Center (AAC)
is pairing aspiring craftsmen who are
in recovery with mentors from AAC’s
network of over 300 artists. The artists
lead their apprentices in skill-building
and entrepreneurial workshops in
blacksmithing, ceramics, printmaking,
luthiery (stringed instrument building),
and more.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Creative placemaking does not necessarily seek
to make places more “creative”—instead, it
empowers residents, artists, and planners to creatively
address local challenges and opportunities.
ArtPlace measures creative placemaking success
by the ways artists, formal and informal arts
spaces, and creative interventions contribute to
sustainable beneficial outcomes for communities.

Today, as the field of creative placemaking rapidly
grows in cities, towns, and rural areas across
the United States, the conversation has grown to
encompass many other ways arts and culture can
address community planning and development issues.

GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

ORGANIZER NAME

DETROIT CULTIVATORS

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY

Over time, practitioners of creative placemaking have
increasingly pushed the boundaries of traditional
community planning and development and have
demonstrated the effectiveness of building creative,
cross-sector, interdisciplinary solutions to local
challenges. To support and advance this way of working,
ArtPlace America (ArtPlace) was established by
the National Endowment for the Arts as a collaboration
among a number of foundations, federal agencies,
and financial institutions to position arts and culture as
a core sector of community planning and development.
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HOUSING
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TRANSPORTATION
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Inherent in each of these 10 sectors are specific goals
and desired outcomes, and a particular set of
strategies and tactics to achieve them. Having made
investments of over $100 million in this work
since 2011, ArtPlace is growing the field of creative
placemaking through demonstration projects,
meaningful investments in organizational change,
and catalytic research. By exploring how arts
and culture have been and might be allies in helping
to reach community development goals, ArtPlace
aims to develop open processes, shared languages,
and common aspirations, so that communities
across the country can benefit from the powerful,
cross-sector synergies today’s creative placemaking
practitioners are generating.

EDUCATION & YOUTH

AGRICULTURE & FOOD
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION & YOUTH
ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY
HEALTH

The term “creative placemaking” was introduced to
American communities in 2010 through a white
paper authored by Ann Markusen and Anne Gadwa
Nicodemus and commissioned by the National
Endowment for the Arts. While artists’ involvement
in building communities stretches back to the
earliest civilizations around the world, this paper
summarized two decades of creative placemaking
in the United States, with an emphasis on the role
of the arts in livability and economic development.

PUBLIC SAFETY

ArtPlace has organized much of the work of community
planning and development into 10 core sectors that
show the variety of areas in which arts and culture can
contribute to positive place-based outcomes:

Creative placemaking happens when artists and arts
organizations join their neighbors in shaping their
community’s future—working together to produce
beneficial, place-based outcomes. This practice is at
its best when it is locally defined and informed and
centers the people who live, work, and play in a place.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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Culture of Recovery also opens new
employment possibilities to participants,
particularly as demand for handmade
musical instruments and other crafts from
the region increases.
“When you’re an artist … you think outside
the box,” says AAC’s Chris Boyd.
“I think that’s what’s needed in finding
solutions to this epidemic.”
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About 30,000 Oglala Lakota Sioux tribal
members live on the Pine Ridge Reservation
in South Dakota. Half are under the
age of 30, and 80 percent are unemployed.

of the reservation’s emerging artists have
annual incomes of less than $10,000,
but that when they receive entrepreneurial
training—of the kind offered by RRA—
that number increases dramatically.

ROLLING REZ ARTS
MOBILE UNIT
FIRST PEOPLES FUND
KYLE, SD
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Rolling Rez Arts (RRA) is a state-of-the-art
mobile unit that traverses Pine Ridge to
bring an arts space, business training center,
and bank to Native American artists who
need these services but have limited access
to them.
The concept of the colorful roaming bus
came in response to a local study
that found more than half of households
on the reservation were operating
home-based businesses—79 percent
of which were based in traditional
arts. The study also found that 61 percent

According to First Peoples Fund, owner
and operator of RRA, “The Rolling Rez
embodies what it takes to build a creative
economy in an expansive space. There’s
not enough critical mass in any one location
to make it happen otherwise. The RRA
is a pollinator in growing this ecosystem,
seeding the many partnerships of
organizations, artists, and individuals [that
form] a vibrant Indigenous arts ecology.”
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Frequently Asked Questions
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Q. What are the typical costs of hosting this exhibition?
A. The Flagship exhibition estimated cost is $3,800–$10,300. The Pop-up exhibition estimated cost is
$500–$1,800. See above for details about each version of the show.
Q. How long can we have the exhibition?
A. If you elect to produce new banners (Flagship) or print your own posters (Pop-up), the materials are yours
to keep.
Q. Is anyone available for studio talks, do you have a list of contacts?
A. Yes! ArtPlace staff, and our network of hundreds of creative placemaking leaders will be available to you.
There are likely to be plenty of artists and leaders in your community or region.
Q. Who installs the exhibition?
A. We’ll provide the content, and you take care of the local production and installation.
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Q. Who might be interested in coming to this exhibition?
A. Creative placemaking is a great way to bring people together from diverse disciplines, sectors, and
backgrounds. We encourage public programming associated with the exhibition to include: local residents,
artists, arts organizations, planners and developers, local government officials, higher education (students,
faculty, and staff), and philanthropists.
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Thank you.
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